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Abstract  

 

Introduction: Box trainers with motion analysis are important add-ons to surgical training and 

skills assessment outside the operating room, given that they exhibit construct validity.  

Material and Methods: Four different tasks were tested for construct validity on a new 

laparoscopic box trainer with integrated motion analysis. Tracking data from the simulator were 

analyzed for eighteen parameters per task using an in-house software comparing participants 

with three different experience levels. 

Results: In total, 10 novices, 22 intermediates and 16 experts enrolled. No or limited significant 

difference were found for the peg picker and rope race. For the precision cutting task 12 

parameters showed significant difference between novices and intermediates, 14 between 

novices and experts and 1 between intermediates and experts. For the suture task the 

corresponding results were 1, 15 and 6.  

Conclusions: The precision cutting and suture task both showed construct validity for many 

of the parameters. While the precision cutting task distinguished best between novices and the 

other two groups, the suture task distinguished best between experts and the other two groups. 

These results show the importance of the timing of an assessment task, and that an assessment 

task might have limited value if experience levels are not considered.   
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Introduction  

 

Traditional attendance based surgical training has been criticised for no longer ensuring 

sufficient exposure to, nor training on, the different aspects of technical skills that make a 

competent surgeon [1-3]. Thus, training outside of the operating room (OR), using risk-free 

environments like simulators has been introduced [1, 4-8]. An important advantage of 

simulators is their assessment tools, an essential part of proficiency-based or competency-

based education [2, 9]. Skills assessment tools can be used to evaluate the effect of the 

training and the competences of the surgical trainees, under the condition that they show 

construct validity [10]. A simulator that shows construct validity is a tool that can be used to 

measure surgical skills, and give both formative and summative feedback. Formative 

feedback, by evaluating if the trainee progresses and acquires surgical skills, using the 

simulator to check that the trainer improves his score on the simulator. Summative feedback, 

in the sense of a quality assurance to verify that the trainer attains proficiency-based skills 

using the simulator as an objective assessment tool. By giving formative and summative 

feedback to the trainee or the trainer on reference expert levels and what skills to improve, 

training can be optimized and quality assured [2, 11].  

 

Compared to video box trainers, a key advantage of virtual reality (VR) simulators has been 

their assessment tools [12]. However, in recent years some box trainers have also been 

equipped with assessment tools, and at the same time their costs have been kept low 

compared to VR simulators [13]. The Simball® box (Gothenburg, Sweden) is a box trainer 

with an integrated assessment tool that tracks instruments movements using the Simball 

joystick [14, 15].  

 

Prior to introducing a competency-based training program at three hospitals in Norway, we 

performed a construct validity test on the Simball® box from Surgical Science (Gothenburg, 

Sweden). To our knowledge, one previous study has investigated construct validity for a 

similar set-up on the suture task [15]. This is the first study that examines construct validity 

for four of the tasks on the Simball® box. Construct validity was tested by comparing time 

and motion metrics for surgeons and medical students with three different levels of 

experience in laparoscopy [10]. The four tasks peg picker, rope race, precision cutting and 

suture require multiple laparoscopic skills acquired throughout different stages of surgical 

education. By comparing time and motion metrics for three different levels of experience we 



could investigate whether certain tasks were more appropriate at certain levels of experience 

than others. 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Participants 

 

All aspects of the study were approved by the Norwegian Data Protection Agency, and all 

participants gave written informed consent to participate. Participants with different levels of 

experience in laparoscopy, from three hospitals in Norway were recruited. 

 

The Video Box Trainer  

 

The simulator used in this study was the Simball® Box from Surgical Science AB 

(Gothenburg, Sweden) (Figure 1) with the Simball® joystick (Figure 2). Regular 5 mm 

laparoscopic instruments were inserted into the joystick. The joystick consisted of a ball, with 

a laser marked dot pattern code that was unique for each angular position of the instrument, 

and an instrument holder with a linear potentiometer that measured linear motion of the 

instrument (Figure 2) [15]. The simulator had an integrated web-camera and could, as an 

option, attach a laparoscopic camera, as we did in our set-up.  The system consisted of the 

Simball® Training Box software (SW) version 2.3.2.1 running on a laptop with Windows 8, 

the laparoscopic camera connected to Exera II CV-180 (Olympus GmbH, Hamburg, 

Germany) (Figure 1), and the following instruments from Olympus GmbH (Hamburg, 

Germany): graspers (dissect), scissors (Metzenbaum, Ergo handle, 19 mm jaws) and needle 

holders (30 cm). The participants operated the scissors in their dominant hand during the 

precision cutting task and used two needle holders during the suture task. 

 

The participants tested four tasks: peg picker, a modified rope race, precision cutting and 

suture (Figure 1 and 3). The suture task was one stitch with one double, one single and one 

double knot. The participants performed each task twice, i.e. a trial run to get acquainted with 

the task, and thereafter the assessment run. Motion data was calculated based on the 

assessment run.  

 



 

Figure 1. (A) The surgical space with the modified rope race. (B) The Simball® simulator with two cameras: 1) the 

webcam connected to the laptop showing the simulator software and 2) the laparoscope projecting on a screen above the 

simulator. 

 
Figure 2. The Simball® joystick, courtesy: Surgical Science AB 

 



 
Figure 3. The tasks: Peg picker, precision cutting, suture. The modified rope race is found in figure 1A, courtesy: 

Surgical Science AB (the peg picker) 

Motion Analysis 

The acquired motion data was analysed using a motion analysis software, presented in detail 

in a previous paper [17]. The software was developed in MATLAB 7 (The MathWorks Inc., 

MA, USA).   

All motion-related metrics were derived from the position and the orientation of the 

instruments as tracked by the Simball® joystick, where the position was defined by:  

r (t) =  [x(t), y(t), z(t)]t=0
T , and the orientation was defined by the three angles 

[α(t), β(t), γ(t)]t=0
T , where α and β measured the orientation in two planes perpendicular to 

the instrument’s axis and γ measured the rotation around the instrument’s axis. The following 

metrics were used in the evaluation of the performance of the participants:  

 

1. Time (T): Time was measured from start to completion of the task. 

 

2. Bimanual dexterity (BD) was the participant’s ability to control and manipulate two 

instruments at the same time. BD was found by calculating the correlation between the 

velocity of the tip of the instruments controlled by the left and the right hand: 
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where 𝑣 is the velocity of the instruments and �̅� denotes the average velocity over the 

duration of the task. 

 

3. Path length (PL) was the movement of the tip of the instrument, integrated over the 

duration of the task, measured in meters: 
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4. Angular length (AL) was the change in angle of the tip of the instrument in the plane 

perpendicular to the instrument’s axis, integrated over the duration of the task 

measured in degrees: 
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5. Depth perception (DP) was calculated by the total distance traveled by the tip of the 

instrument in the instrument’s axis direction, measured in meters: 
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6. Response orientation (RO) was the total amount of instrument rotation around its axis, 

measured in degrees: 
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7. Motion smoothness (MS) was the change in acceleration of the tip of the instrument 

integrated over the duration of the task and normalized by the duration of the task. The 

motion smoothness was measured in m/s3  
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8. Number of submovements (NoS) was the number of times a movement of the tip of the 

instrument contained a velocity peak of at least 10 mm/s. 

 

9. Average velocity (AV) was the average velocity of the tip of the instrument, measured 

in mm/s. 

 



10.  Idle percentage (IDLE) was the percentage of time that the instrument was moved at 

a speed below 2 mm/s. 

 

Metric number 3–10 were measured for both hands separately. In total 18 metrics were 

calculated.  

 

Statistical Analysis 

 

The data were analysed using SPSS 24 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, USA). The Mann–

Whitney U test was used to test for pairwise statistical differences in the distribution’s central 

tendencies (p < 0.05) between different levels of laparoscopic experience. The related samples 

Spearman’s rank order correlation was computed to investigate correlation between time and 

the motion metrics.  

 

Results  

 

Forty-eight participants were enrolled in the study. Ten had performed ten laparoscopic 

procedures or less (the novices), two of these participants were medical students. Twenty-two 

had performed between eleven and one hundred procedures (the intermediates), and sixteen 

had performed more than one hundred procedures (the experts). There were six left-handed 

and forty-two right-handed, evenly distributed between the three groups. Time and nine 

different motion parameters, of which eight were measured separately for each hand, were 

analyzed, i.e. a total of eighteen metrics. The eighteen metrics were compared pairwise 

between novices and intermediates, novices and experts, and intermediates and experts, i.e. a 

total of 54 tests using the Mann-Whitney U test. The results are presented in Figure 4-5. No 

statistical differences between groups were found for the peg picker task. Five out of fifty-

four tests showed statistical significance for the rope race, twenty-seven out of fifty-four for 

the precision cutting, and twenty-two out of fifty-four for the suture task. For the precision 

cutting task most statistical significances were found between novices and intermediates and 

novices and experts, only one statistical significance was found between intermediates and 

experts (idle percentage dominant hand). For the suture task, most statistical significances 

were found between novices and experts and intermediates and experts, only one statistical 

significance was found between novices and intermediates (time) (Figure 4-5).  



 

Figure 4. Boxplot presenting time, bimanual dexterity, path length, angular length, depth perception, response orientation 

and motion smoothness for dominant and non-dominant hand. Statistical significantly differences between novices and 

intermediates are marked with N-I, between novices and experts with N-E, and between intermediates and experts with I-

E. The middle band shows the median value, the bottom and the top of the boxes show the 25th and the 75th percentiles, 

and the ends of the whiskers show the 5th and the 95th percentiles. Outliers are plotted as circles and extreme outliers as 

triangles.  

 



 
Figure 5. Boxplot presenting number of sub-movements, average velocity and idle percentage for dominant and non-

dominant hand. Statistical significantly differences between novices and intermediates are marked with N-I, between novices 

and experts with N-E, and between intermediates and experts with I-E. The middle band shows the median value, the bottom 

and the top of the boxes show the 25th and the 75th percentiles, and the ends of the whiskers show the 5th and the 95th 

percentiles. Outliers are plotted as circles and extreme outliers as triangles.  

 

The related samples Spearman’s rank order correlation was computed to investigate 

correlation between time and the motion metrics for precision cutting and suture, and are 

listed in Table 1. A high correlation was found between time and the motion metrics path 

length, angular length, depth perception, response orientation and number of sub-movements 

with Spearman’s  correlation coefficients above 0,79. Bimanual dexterity, motion 

smoothness, average velocity and idle percentage showed limited correlation with time.  

 

Table 1. Spearman’s  correlation coefficients for the motion analysis metrics compared to Time. 
Statistically significant values marked with bold numbers. Metrics with a high correlation with Time 

are marked with italics. 

Task Precision Cutting Suturing 

Instrument Grasper 

(Non-

dominant 

hand) 

Scissors 

(Dominant 

hand) 

Needle holder 

(Non-dominant 

hand) 

Needle holder 

(Dominant 

hand) 

Bimanual dexterity 0.27 0.47 

Path Length 0.93 0.88 0.91 0.90 

Angular length 0.89 0.79 0.83 0.80 

Depth Perception 0.91 0.86 0.85 0.86 



Response orientation 0.93 0.88 0.88 0.91 

Motion smoothness 0.30 0.13 0.05 0.51 

Number of sub-

movements 
0.95 0.93 0.97 0.97 

Average velocity 0.42 0.22 0.36 0.59 

Idle percentage 0.37 0.25 0.47 0.64 

 

Discussion 

 

Simulation-based assessment is gaining in importance, as surgical education evolves into an 

era of competency-based training. There are many unanswered or partly answered questions 

related to simulation-based assessment and competency-based education: What is surgical 

expertise, how can it be measured, and what kind of surgical expertise can simulators measure 

[7, 17]. The Simball ® box is situated in a segment of low-cost simulators, yet with 

capabilities of motion tracking through the Simball® joystick [15]. Our research goal was to 

investigate whether the simulator could be used to measure laparoscopic surgical skills for 

assessment in competency-based training, i.e. investigating construct validity. A common way 

of doing so is by comparing the results from participants with different experience levels [18], 

the so-called known-groups technique [19]. We found that for the peg picker task the 

simulator was not capable of distinguishing between the different experience levels, and 

based on these results the peg picker task is not suited to assess surgical skills. The modified 

rope race showed significant differences for only five out of fifty-four tests, and we found 

that the task was not suited to assess surgical skills in our competency-based training set-up as 

it showed only very limited construct validity. Both the precision cutting task and the suture 

task showed significant differences for a large number of tests, thus showing construct 

validity. Both tasks were implemented as part of our competency-based training program. 

Hagelsteen et al. found similar results on the suture task when they compared results of 

participants throughout a course [15].  

 

The precision cutting task was primarily capable of distinguishing between novices and the 

two other groups, but not between intermediates and experts (significant differences for 12 

out of 18 metrics between novices and intermediates, 14 out of 18 between novices and 

experts and only 1 out of 18 between intermediates and experts). This indicated that the 

precision cutting task required skills mastered at the intermediate level, and plateaued there, 

with the result that the skills levels were comparable or not distinguishable after that level. 

Skills related to laparoscopic adhesiolysis, that are acquired in the clinic at the intermediate 



level of experience, might be one factor explaining the results. The suture task, on the other 

hand, was primarily capable of distinguishing between experts and the other two groups, but 

not between novices and intermediates (significant differences for 15 out of 18 metrics 

between novices and experts, 6 out of 18 between intermediates and only 1 out of 18 for 

novices and intermediates). This indicates that suture is a skill acquired at the late 

intermediate or early expert level. Volume clinical exposure to laparoscopic suturing probably 

correspond with late intermediate or early expert level.  These results show that an assessment 

task might have limited value if applied on surgeons with experience levels outside of the 

task’s proven validity range.   

 

Time is a metric that is easy to measure without the need of much extra equipment, and as 

indicated in Table 1, it also correlates with five out of nine motion metrics. To measure 

motion metrics, more expensive equipment, in addition to SW to calculate them, is needed. If 

most metrics do correlate with time, then what is the added value of the Simball® joystick, 

the enabler of motion metrics measurements? First, although most of the parameters do 

correlate, the feedback that can be given to the trainer is far more detailed with motion 

metrics than without, e.g. helping the trainee identify areas for improvement. Secondly, there 

were four metrics that did not correlate well with time. These metrics seem to measure aspects 

that are different from the ability to perform a task fast, and have added value. What that 

added value is, should be further investigated [15, 20]. The motion smoothness and bimanual 

dexterity metrics had low correlation with time. We have seen in other studies that the ability 

to control the non-dominant hand and to coordinate the movements of both hands, measured 

by the bimanual dexterity metric, are skills acquired at a relatively high level of surgical 

experience [17, 21]. Both motion smoothness and bimanual dexterity seem to tell us 

something about the quality of the performance beyond efficiency [17, 21].  

  

The Simball® Box is delivered with a motion analysis SW. We chose to use an in-house SW 

to analyse the motion data from the Simball® joystick, as our SW also calculated the 

bimanual dexterity, number of submovements and idle percentage metrics[17]. We verified 

that the values that we found were equivalent to the ones found by the Simball® Box SW. 

Our results are thus transferable for the metrics that our SW and the Simball® Box SW 

calculates. 

 



The term “fidelity” has been much debated in the literature on technology enhanced learning 

[22], especially with regard to skills transfer. This debate has also value when discussing the 

use of simulators for skills assessment. Hamstra et al. argues that “the field of simulation 

should shift emphasis away from structural properties of the simulator (i.e., physical 

resemblance) to functional properties of the entire simulation context that align with learning 

objectives (i.e., functional task alignment)” [22]. To put it another way: regardless of physical 

resemblance, if the simulator is capable of measuring surgical skills, i.e. it has functional task 

alignment, it can be used in competency-based education. Nevertheless, to be able to measure 

surgical (psychomotor) skills the simulator must be able to recreate some essential aspects of 

a clinical setting. The Simball ® box comes with a web-cam, but can easily be connected to a 

laparoscope, as we did in our set-up. The laparoscope has a far better image quality than the 

web-cams that are usually used in box simulators, and resembles the video quality in a clinical 

setting. Another essential aspect of a clinical setting might be the use of physical instruments. 

Regular laparoscopic instruments can be used with the Simball ® box, giving it added 

physical resemblance compared to box simulators that uses specialized instruments or virtual 

reality simulators that are dependent on a virtual simulated haptic feedback. Virtual reality 

simulators either try to simulate haptic feedback, which they have struggled to succeed with 

[23, 24] or they do not, i.e. the instruments move with constant resistance independently of 

the existence of a virtual contact with a physical object [24, 25]. The instruments on the 

Simball® box were inserted in the Simball® joystick and attached in a fixed position 

resulting in the rotator being immobilized. This was a limitation on the physical resemblance 

that might have influenced the results. The instruments are firmly fixed in the joystick to 

enable motion tracking. More expert surgeons than novices complained about not being able 

to use the rotator. Our impression was, however that the candidates solved the limitation by 

turning their wrists and hands accordingly, and as the tests were relatively short, i.e. up to 30 

minutes, including natural breaks in between the tasks, any potential ergonomic issues were 

negligible. The space in the simulator where the task was performed, i.e. the room where the 

instruments could move around, was relatively small compared to e.g. the surgical space 

during a cholecystectomy. We believe this was a limitation on the physical resemblance that 

restricted construct validity both for the peg picker task and the modified rope race. With the 

peg picker task, another important aspect was that the pegs, regular midi Hama beads, were 

hard and small, and therefore, unsuited for manipulation by the laparoscopic graspers. The 

result was that the peg picker task and the modified rope race did not, or only to a limited 

extent, require surgical skills that the experts or intermediates mastered, and where they could 



have exceled above the novices, resulting in no construct validity. In a previous study, we 

found that a similar task to the rope race exhibited construct validity. That simulator had a 

much larger space for instrument movement [17]. We therefore modified the original rope 

race, before the study, so that there would be more space for the instruments to move, but it 

might seem that it was not enough. The texture of the precision cutting tissue and the suture 

pad both got remarks from the surgeons regarding their natural touch and feel. These two 

examples of good physical resemblance might have influenced the functional task alignment. 

It can be difficult to point out exactly which aspects of the simulator and the tasks make them 

succeed or fail at construct validity tests. Physical resemblance is an indicator which can be 

leading or misleading, whereas functional task alignment is a measure of a specific capability, 

in this case the capability of distinguishing between levels of surgical experience or surgical 

skills.  

 

Competency-based education is alluring by giving the impression that candidates can be 

educated to predefined and measurable levels of competency. In practice, the picture is much 

more complex [2, 3, 26]. This study addresses only a limited part of what would be expected 

in surgical competency-based education. One aspect that was not measured by our test was 

level of automaticity and thus attentional capacity, as understood by Fitts and Posner’s three 

steps motor learning theory [27], a limitation which is common in psychomotor skills tests on 

simulators. We chose three different experience levels, with above 100 procedures as the 

expert level. It is reasonable to believe that surgical skills continue to increase also beyond 

100 procedures. The distinction was well suited for the precision cutting task as skills levels 

seemed to plateau in the intermediate level. For the suture task, it could have been interesting 

to compare surgeons with higher experience levels to find out whether the suture task also 

show a similar plateau of skills.   

 

In summary, we found that two out of four tasks, i.e. the precision cutting and the suture task, 

tested with the Simball box ® showed construct validity.  These two tests can be implemented 

and used in a competency-based set-up to measure surgical skills. In addition, we found that 

the assessment tasks were more suitable at specific experience levels than others. It is 

therefore important to select the appropriate assessment task for a given participant’s 

experience level. 
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Legends of figures and tables  

 

Figure 1. (A) The surgical space with the modified rope race. (B) The Simball® simulator 

with two cameras: 1) the webcam connected to the laptop showing the simulator software and 

2) the laparoscope projecting on a screen above the simulator. 
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Figure 2. The Simball® joystick, courtesy: Surgical Science AB 

 

Figure 6. The tasks: Peg picker, precision cutting, suture. The modified rope race is found in 

figure 1A, courtesy: Surgical Science AB (the peg picker)   

 

Figure 4. Boxplot presenting time, bimanual dexterity, path length, angular length, depth 

perception, response orientation and motion smoothness for dominant and non-dominant 

hand. Statistical significantly differences between novices and intermediates are marked with 

N-I, between novices and experts with N-E, and between intermediates and experts with I-E. 

The middle band shows the median value, the bottom and the top of the boxes show the 25th 

and the 75th percentiles, and the ends of the whiskers show the 5th and the 95th percentiles. 

Outliers are plotted as circles and extreme outliers as triangles.  

 

Figure 5. Boxplot presenting number of sub-movements, average velocity and idle percentage 

for dominant and non-dominant hand. Statistical significantly differences between novices 

and intermediates are marked with N-I, between novices and experts with N-E, and between 

intermediates and experts with I-E. The middle band shows the median value, the bottom and 

the top of the boxes show the 25th and the 75th percentiles, and the ends of the whiskers show 

the 5th and the 95th percentiles. Outliers are plotted as circles and extreme outliers as 

triangles.  

 

Table 1. Spearman’s  correlation coefficients for the motion analysis metrics compared to 

Time. Statistically significant correlations marked with bold numbers. 
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